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Abstract: Wangjinzhuang in Shexian County, which has a long history, is a representative of the traditional settlements in
Taihang Mountains. Through the in-depth study of the morphological characteristics of Wangjinzhuang settlement, this paper
fully excavates its value as a traditional settlement. The overall pattern of the settlement form is complete, showing a linear
layout form; the road system is graded, and the structure is clear; the spatial form shows a combination of points, lines, and
planes; public buildings are distributed in an orderly manner, with clear functions, and they have a high degree of research
value.
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1. Overview of the settlement
Wangjinzhuang, which belongs to Jingdian Town, is located deep in the mountains of Taihang,
approximately five kilometers away from Shexian County. The village has five administrative villages with
4,417 people. After the 1950s, through the efforts of the villagers, the entire village has been
comprehensively managed, making the current Wangjinzhuang seemingly brand new.
Wangjinzhuang settlement gradually developed and expanded, but the construction of the village
improved after the development of Qing Dynasty. Its streets, ancestral halls, temples, and residential
buildings, all formed a system; its residential buildings also had a fixed pattern. The development and
expansion at that time were planned, so the whole layout and spatial texture of the settlement remained the
same.
The connection between residential buildings and public buildings in Wangjinzhuang settlement is
mainly the utilization of streets and public spaces. Public buildings are reasonably distributed in the
settlement and assume corresponding functions, while residential buildings are enriched in the settlement
under the framework of the road system and the distribution of public buildings, which together constitute
the entire settlement, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Wangjinzhuang settlement

On the north side of the main street, the buildings are densely distributed with abundant sunshine and
a stone-slab street with unique space. Wangjinzhuang settlement gradually developed and expanded. The
buildings are covered with mountains on both sides of the valley. The continuous extension to both ends of
the main street will cause a deviation from the center, which is not easy to manage. Therefore, the linear
layout of Wangjinzhuang is divided into five sections.
2. The street space of Wangjinzhuang settlement
2.1. The evolution of its street space
In the changes of settlements, the traces of time are preserved in the spatial morphological characteristics
of the settlements [1]. There are two modes of evolution of streets and alleys: (1) streets first, and then houses;
streets are formed through the comprehensive effect of rational order and feng shui principles; (2) houses
first, and then streets; this is formed through the development of natural geographical environment.
Wangjinzhuang neither follows the evolution mode of streets and alleys followed by houses, nor the
evolution mode of houses followed by streets and alleys, but with the increase of residential buildings, it is
naturally enclosed and has both spirits of rationality and irrationality.
The buildings on both sides of the main street are the first level of the settlement (Figure 2). As the
population grew, the scale of the settlement expanded. The lanes extended to both sides and the buildings
on both sides form the second level of the settlement (Figure 3). The architectural style, material, and
structure of the roads on the first level are relatively uniform, whereas the roadways extending upward on
the second level are more diversified, with different lengths, twists, and turns. After long-term development
and evolution, the road network of the current Wangjinzhuang settlement is formed. Wangjinzhuang’s road
classification is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2. First-level street

Figure 3. Second-level roadway

Figure 4. Wangjinzhuang’s road classification

2.2. Spatial composition of its streets
The road system of Wangjinzhuang settlement consists of two levels. The first level is the main street that
runs through the east and west of the settlement. The road is wide enough for motor vehicles to travel. The
second level comprise of lanes connecting the main street and the buildings, leading to buildings on both
sides of the main street. These dense lanes are organically cross-connected with the main street, forming
the road network of the entire village.
The main street is 3.5-5 meters wide, with a height-to-width ratio of 1:3-1:2. This is related to the
location and topography of the settlement. The main street runs through the entire settlement in the eastwest direction, winding along the mountain, forming the horizontal axis of the settlement, and dividing it
into two parts: north and south.
The roadways connect the courtyards and the main street. Streets and alleys are the traffic space for the
residents, and they are also the stage of life [2]. Their multiple functions ensue a changing and orderly form.
The roadways in Wangjinzhuang can be divided into two types: traffic roadways and living roadways.
Traffic roadways meet the daily traffic use of villagers, while living roadways directly connect courtyard
spaces and can be used as public spaces. Most of the traffic lanes are relatively narrow, with width of less
than 1 meter. The living roadways are access roadways for the villagers, in which the height-width ratio is
relatively comfortable, and the interface is flexible and rich.
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2.3. Space nodes of its streets and alleys
The streets and alleys of Wangjinzhuang settlement are neatly distributed, forming a fishbone-shaped street
and road system. The spatial nodes of its roads include intersections of streets and alleys, courtyard entrance
spaces, and public square spaces.
(1) Street intersection space
Streets and alleys are not simple straight lines, but the intersection of multiple lines, thus forming a
multilevel road network system. The intersection of streets and alleys generate nodes. The intersection
nodes of streets and alleys in Wangjinzhuang have three forms: T-shaped, Y-shaped, and intersections,
among which T-shaped intersections are the main ones. Wangjinzhuang settlement is undulating and has
distinct layers. Based on the three types of intersections, various types of intersection nodes with height
differences are formed.
(2) Courtyard entrance space
The main constituent element of the settlement is the courtyard space, and the entrance of the courtyard
becomes the transition space connecting the inside and outside of the courtyard [3]. The courtyard
entrance space belongs to the street and alley, but it also belongs to the courtyard. Therefore, it has a dual
nature of being public and private. When the entrance space of the courtyard is used as a public space, it
is the main place for villagers to come together. Gathering in front of the door is one of the leisure
activities of the villagers. The front part of the courtyard also provides a place for recreation.
(3) Public space
Based on the village records, the original development point of Wangjinzhuang was the Liu Family
Courtyard (including the South Courtyard and the North Courtyard). It is the main activity place of the
villagers. In settlements, most of the places for people to take part in social activities appear with the
formation of public buildings, such as ancestral halls, temples, and theaters. Most of the public spaces in
settlements are naturally formed. They are mostly open spaces in front of iconic buildings and are shaped
irregularly, with relatively random spatial layout. The ancestral hall of Wangjinzhuang is located at the
center of the settlement, and it is an important space for people to come together. After long-term
development and planning, the open space in front of the ancestral hall has become more regular in shape,
forming a small rectangular space.
3. The spatial form of Wangjinzhuang settlement
Wangjinzhuang is surrounded by mountains. There are artificial forests and wild forests on the surrounding
hillsides. The natural ecology is relatively intact. Walking in it is like walking in a “green world.” Vibrant
residential buildings can be seen in this greenery; the terraced fields integrated with the mountains are
scattered, and the crops are colorful, changing along with the four seasons.
3.1. Point-shaped space
Point-shaped space is the basic element that constitutes the settlement space. Point-shaped space includes
circles, triangles, squares, polygons, and irregular shapes. The point-shaped space here refers to landscape
elements, such as stone towers and water wells, in Wangjinzhuang settlement and the elements formed by
them.
3.2. Linear-shaped space
Linear-shaped space mainly refers to the layout structure of streets and alleys. The terrain of the settlement
is complex, and the heights are scattered. Therefore, the shape of the streets and alleys also twists and turns
according to the terrain, extending from the main street to both sides and forming a fishbone-like network
structure. The main street is the widest in the settlement. The trend of the street is parallel to the contour
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line. Alleys are generally distributed perpendicular to each other and function to connect residential areas
and the main street.
The features of linear-shaped space in Wangjinzhuang are as follows: the scale and height-width ratio
of streets and alleys of different grades have different spatial characteristics; the turning point is large,
which makes people look forward to the scenery after that.
3.3. Plane-shaped space
Plane-shaped space is an important modeling element in settlement space, which includes regular polygon
and irregular polygon [4]. The plane-shaped space in Wangjinzhuang settlement is generally a public open
space, including the village entrance square, the open space enclosed by the ancestral hall, the Liu family
compound, and the square in front of the theater.
4. Analysis of the public buildings in Wangjinzhuang settlement
Residential buildings in settlements are living spaces for families, while public buildings are public spaces
for collective activities, which are important parts of the settlement space. The public buildings in
Wangjinzhuang provide residents with space for different purposes and play an irreplaceable role in their
lives. Public buildings of different natures have different architectural features, enriching the overall pattern
of the settlement.
The most typical public buildings in Wangjinzhuang are the ancestral hall, the stage, and the temple.
These buildings provide an irreplaceable public place for social interaction in isolated and closed villages.
They are also a concentrated reflection of local folk customs, architectural techniques, and artistic levels.
5. Conclusion
The composition of the settlement not only contains the physical environment, but also the material carrier
of the residents’ social life. The residential houses, streets, and public buildings in a settlement are the key
elements that make up the order of the settlement, and they directly affect the morphological layout of the
settlement. The linear overall layout structure of Wangjinzhuang creates a fishbone-shaped street system
and a spatial structure combining points, lines, and planes. With its superior location along with rich
historical and cultural resources, Wangjinzhuang has gradually formed a unique settlement.
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